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You Can Now Wear a Nanoscale Archive
of 1,000 Languages Around Your Neck
B Andrew J. O'Keefe II - Jan 08, 2017

The future depends on how well we've preserved the past. Tomorrow’s
breakthroughs are built from toda’s innovation. To continue the trend, we must keep
preserving information properl for future generations. If we leave indecipherable
records, important knowledge is trapped in plain sight.
While we’ve made progress, the dream of completel preserving knowledge across
generations escapes us still, and digital bits are particularl vulnerable. There’s no
guarantee our digital tools will be available forever—even a centur from now. And
without them, much knowledge and culture will be inaccessible, left rusting awa on
impenetrable hard drives.
The Long Now Foundation focuses on this vision of long-term cultural preservation,
and the preservation of language—a prime tool of culture—is central to their quest.
“Fift to ninet percent of the world's languages are predicted to disappear in the
next centur, man with little or no signi�cant documentation,” according to Long
Now. To save these languages, the foundation invented a rather ingenious solution.
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Embedded in a sphere of steel and glass, the “Rosetta
Disk” is a phsical disk containing over 13,000 pages
etched with information on over 1,500 di�erent human
languages. The disk itself is made of electroformed
nickel, contains useful information down to the nanoscale,
was built to withstand multiple generations, and onl
requires basic technolog to read—a microscope.
That is, massive amounts of critical information stored
awa, no computer required.
According to the Long Now website, the disk “serves as a means to focus attention
on the problem of digital obsolescence, and was we might address that problem
through creative archival storage methods.”
Depending on what the future holds, the Rosetta Disk ma be the onl chance for
certain languages to survive beond living members. But there’s onl a few such
disks.
o, the Long Now foundation decided to simplif, miniaturize, and distribute.

Now, anbod can own and wear the Rosetta Disk on a necklace. hrunken down to
a wearable size of two centimeters in diameter, the Rosetta Wearable Disk gives
anone the abilit to wear the ke to human language for future generations.

To make the disk wearable, the language selection was limited to around 1,000 from
over 1,500. And the text included was simpli�ed too. Chosen from freel available
information to support open access, the �nal documents placed on the disk include:
The Preamble to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (327 languages)
wadesh vocabular lists assembled b the PanLex Project (719 languages)
"The Clock of the Long Now" b tewart Brand
Updated diagrams for the 10,000 Year Clock
Adhering to the principles of “Lots of Copies Keep tu�
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afe,” the wearable Rosetta Disk has taken the �rst step
towards preservation at scale for an archive of this
magnitude. (And a cop of the full-size disk is currentl
sitting on a comet, deep in space.)

While the disk itself is a little price—a $1,000 lifetime
membership donation to the Long Now—the value of the
information and e�orts behind it is immeasurable. For
now, the wearable disk is onl available as a limited numbered edition.
Over time, we’ll see how the project unfolds.
But ou don't need to own a disk to access the librar. The archive is freel available
online, including an interactive graphic for browsing.
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